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There are almost an infinite number of ways to listen to music these days. You can stream them, listen to the radio, watch music videos, and old methods (like vinyl) are still humming together like they ever were. Sometimes, however, people would just hit the play and let it go without having to manage every little thing
like playlists, order playback, or anything like that. Radio is not as popular as it used to be. However, it's still a great way to discover new music and just relax. Here are the best radio apps for Android right now. AccuRadioiHeartRadiomyTuner RadioPandora RadioRadio OnlineSiriusXMMSpotifyTuneIn RadioXiliaLive
Internet RadioLIcal RadioPrice: Free (with ads)AccuRadio is not as well known as other radio receivers. However, it happens to be good. It boasts more than 1,000 radio channels to tune in to. Each channel is tuned by the listener. There are unlimited passes, a rating system and you can ban artists and songs from your
station. The result is a music station that ends up playing just what you like. There are some drawbacks. At the time of writing, there is no support for Chromecast. Servers also sometimes have some problems. However, other than that, this is a good experience.iHeartRadioPrice: Free/$5.99-$12.99 in monthiHeartRadio
is one of the most popular solutions for radio apps. It has a large selection of stations to listen to, including FM stations and iHeartRadio's own stations mixed in. It's totally free to use (supported in streaming advertising), which is another good bonus. For those who want, iHeartRadio also comes with support for
Chromecast and Android Wear. You can get a slightly better experience for $5.99 per month. You can go All Access for $12.99 a month with even more extra features, including on-demand song playing.myTuner RadioPrice: Free/$3.49myTuner Radio is another compelling option for those who love traditional radio
station content. It boasts an impressive collection of more than 50,000 radio stations in 200 countries and territories. In addition, it has podcast support, categories for different types of talk and music radio, and some little extras like sleep timer and signaling features. You also get support for things like Android Auto,
Sonos, and most streaming sticks. Several user reviews complain about the occasional streaming drop, but it's otherwise a rock solid app for traditional radio fans. It's also free, You use Google Play Pass.Pandora RadioPrice: Free/$4.99-$9.99 per month Venerable Pandora Radio is probably the most popular of all radio
apps. The app has made streaming random mainstream music and has enjoyed quite a bit of success over the years. Instead of focusing on specific stations, Pandora allows users to create their own You can make them around your favorite artist, music genre, or even songs. Pandora offers playlists for streaming, but
most people just create their own. You can also get a premium ad removal subscription for $4.99 per month. You can also go for the full $9.99 per month for Pandora Premium and get an on-demand song playing along with other features. Radio OnlinePrice: Free /$4.99 per yearRadio Online is one of the most traditional
radio apps. The app has hundreds of radio stations that cover all kinds of content that are ready to stream when you want them. It includes both internet radio as well as some FM stations that support online streaming. If you go pro, you can get some extra features, including live radio recordings, a sleep timer, and more.
It's an effective decision that does what it says it does. This is also a good option for those who want something really simple without a bunch of extra stuff. SiriusXMPrice: Free app /$10.99-$19.99 per monthSiriusXM satellite radio was one of the first really big pushbacks from standard AM and FM radio services. It has
over 150 channels, including music channels, sports channels, and the venerable Howard Stern show. There are also three subscription models to choose from depending on what content you want to listen to. The app is slowly getting better and seems to be stable enough now to be enjoyable. It still has problems, so
don't expect the perfect experience on the app yet. It's also cross-platform with many cars that have SiriusXM built in. This means that you don't need Bluetooth or any other connection to use it in many modern cars. SpotifyPrice: Free/$9.99-$14.99 per monthSpotify is another music streaming app that has put more
emphasis on radio-style streaming over the past couple of years. Aside from genre, mood and specific performer stations, Spotify also curates unique lists such as the World Top 50 and playlists with new music you haven't specifically heard of. The free version gets you almost all radio features with the $9.99 cost of
subscription ad removal and gives you extra features. It's one of the best out there. Apple Music actually has a compelling streaming radio as well, which honestly isn't half bad. The service is also ramping up its podcast platform in a huge way, so it's good for talk radio these days as well. TuneIn RadioPrice: Free /$9.99
per monthTuneIn Radio contains a more diverse supply of radio stations that includes music of all sports, comedy, talk radio, news, and many other types of media The free version comes with over 100,000 stations in total along with several million podcasts. If you go for the premium version, you can also get live NFL,
MLB, and Barclays Premier League games, audiobooks, and removal advertising. Price changes depending on the region you live in but it's generally a fantastic radio service. It's not great for music, but it's one of the great radio apps for other interests. XiliaLive Internet RadioPrice: FreeXiiaLive Internet Radio is not as
popular as other radio apps. However, it is still full of possibilities. It itself contains 50,000 live radio stations, which should be more than enough for most people. There are also organizational features that allow you to save your favorite stations. It also includes themes, data management features, and some other user
power features such as adding your own radio station URL link, equalizer, and Bluetooth options. The app comes free or paid, but the service is free to use in general. Local radio appsPrice: Free with ads (usually) Many AM and FM radio stations went online and broadcasting both on radio waves and over internet waves.
Many of these radio stations have dedicated apps where you can stream your stuff 24/7, and interact with the radio station in other ways, including social media, giveaway information, podcasts, and any other promotions that the station can run. To be perfectly honest, most individual station apps are not too great, but
they have improved over the years. They are worth seeing if you are only listening to one radio station. If we missed any of the best radio apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! You can check out our latest app lists by clicking here! The last update on October 12, 2020, the success of our day depends
largely on the quality of our planning. In order not to miss anything in their affairs, some people prefer to list upcoming tasks in a laptop, while others have long started using digital technology solutions. Calendar apps are some of the main tools that are worth using to organize our lives and plan your time carefully. Many
people have switched to specific tools; however, there are still some who don't use calendars on a daily basis. They may find some apps inconvenient to use, non-functional or expensive. In this article we are going to check out the best calendar apps to help you stay organized. Before downloading, as you are no doubt
aware, there are all kinds of calendar apps available. Instead of sifting through hundreds of them, we've selected the 10 best calendar apps you can get. In addition to rave reviews from each of them, we've covered the following aspects when creating this list: The user interface - How you move the app should be smooth
and simple. The buttons on the app should be clear, obvious and easy to navigate. Synchronization - whether it's with With calendar apps or with other apps, app synchronization should be easy and improve overall experience with the app. Additional Features - Because there are so many options for calendars, many of
these apps offer additional features. These features do make Apps stand out from other apps and provide a unique experience for you. 1. Any.do CalendarThis has direct integration with the to-do-Do List Any.Do, giving you a unique tandem of two apps. In addition to advanced functionality, Cal Calendar is easy to use.
Creating events is very simple and fast. Moreover, depending on the event name, the app automatically adds contacts and geolocation data to the login description. You can even import your lists and entries from Any.do.Any.do calendar is a great option for any type of user. This is very convenient and does not over-
complicate the display mode. Another good thing is that this tool is available for free, so you can use it without spending a dime on the software. Download the Any.do calendar here!2. The Google Calendar Calendar Calendar is the official calendar for Android devices that has been tested by many users around the
world. If you are now trying to get away from it, consider changing your mind. Since this app is installed on most Android devices by default, many users think that there is nothing special about this program. They're wrong. Google has been updating its calendar for quite a few years now, and now it comes in Material
Design with advanced event features, direct integration into other Google services (such as support reminders and Google Now), and comes with Exchange support. The program is super easy and won't cost a dime for you. That's good, isn't it? Download Google Calendar here.3. CalendarCalendar is a relatively new
app. It works as a web app for both iOS and Android devices. It's an intelligent application that recognizes your contacts, schedules, and tasks. It will also help you plan and organize meetings according to your available time intervals. The good thing about the calendar is that it allows you to sync with other calendars you
use, such as the Apple Calendar and Google Calendar. So you can manage all the calendars that you have in one place. The calendar also gives you an analytics of your meetings, giving you a clear idea of how you can improve time management. Download Calendar: Meeting and Planning here.4. CalendarBusiness
Calendar's business is aimed at people who use their calendar for business purposes and planning. It offers different modes with a wide range of configuration capabilities. The app provides the default view mode by month, and events can be marked in different colors. Display/sorting modes can be adjusted to your
needs (month, day, year, or event). You can also set a multi-day viewing mode to see how everyone for the next few days. Scrolling up and down moves you by month, and if you check for a few days, they will be shown in more detail. The daytime display mode offers hourly planning, and schedule mode provides a
detailed schedule for a single event. The business calendar is a great tool for planning cases, tasks, and events. There is support for repetitive events that can be configured in just a few clicks. By purchasing software, you can use it to import and export other calendars, delete, copy, or move multiple events at the same
time. The Android Business Calendar app may seem a bit chaotic, but it works fine and easy to work with if you've been playing with it for a while. The full version of the app is available for $4.99, but you can also find a free version for the test drive app. Download the business calendar here.5. aCalendaraCalendar opens
our collection of the 10 best calendar apps available on the market today. With its eye-catching design, easy navigation and great functionality, this is one of the most popular calendar apps on our list. Some additional features include color schemes for each case type (48 colors to choose from), different types of demos,
different widgets, moon phases, and more. Given its functionality, aCalendar is a reliable calendar app that has an easy-to-navigate interface with three display options. Scroll from side to side allows you to switch between month, week, and day display modes. When you scroll down and up, you move through the
calendar at intervals according to your chosen display mode. In addition to the time scheduling feature, aCalendar syncs photos from contact lists or social networks to remind you of birthdays, anniversaries, or any other special dates. The program also supports data transfers through NFC and full-screen widgets,
making it easier for you to work with any data. The program is available for free, but you can also get even more features if you buy an advanced version of the software for $4.99.Download aCalendar here.6. The DigiCal Calendar Calendar calendar is very similar to Cal Calendar in that the app focuses more on design
than on its functionality. However, this does not mean that the application does not serve a purpose. With this calendar app, you can sync all calendars and view them in different ways. Along with the main features, this program comes with support for Google Calendar, Outlook, and includes some unique and interesting
features. You can match keywords with the image or customize a dark theme. The app can even show you the weather forecast for three days. There are many other features that deserve the attention of people who really love to use calendar apps. Download the DigiCal Calendar here.7. SolCalendarSolCalendar can
be called a universal application. It claims that an all-in-one digital solution having the basic functions of the calendar combined with some advanced features such as day-to-day weather forecast. The app supports Google Calendar as well as tasks, widgets, lunar calendar and even Foursquare.Those search calendar
apps for Just everything in its functionality, SolCalendar is a program to consider. There are many interesting things in this app; program does an excellent job working in all-in-one mode. SolCalendar test - the app is available for free. You can check it out without buying the service. Download SolCalendar here.8. IRL
Event Social NetworkOne of the most unique apps on this list is the IRL Events Social Network app. As you can guess from the title, the main focus in this social networking app. Unlike other social media platforms, you can assume that this platform functions similarly Meetup.com. This is a site where you can connect
with other people in your area who share a similar interest. IRL is that while at the same time providing a convenient calendar for you to plan activities and plan your day. Although it's a secondary focus, you're missing many of the synchronization aspects that other apps have on this list. Even so, because of this huge
social function, it's worth considering for those who want to make more connections. Download IRL Events Social Network here.9. Today CalendarToday Calendar is one of the most hip and edgy calendars on our list. The decision was one of the first to really adopt the material design and remains one of the few that
adhere to a neat style. The calendar app offers bold colors, simple controls and great functionality. It's not as heavy an app as many others; It won't eat the entire memory of your device. If you're not looking for something complicated and overly functional, today's calendar is what you need. You can always test the app
before you pay for it - the program is available for free. Download Today's Calendar here.10. TimepageTimepage is an intuitive calendar app that will manage your time in a way that other calendar apps can't. It offers the same features that you would expect from other calendar apps: the ability to record events,
notifications and reminders, weather, and driving the duration of a particular event. However, the app goes beyond these features in two ways. The first way is that while the app sends you notifications, it also has reminders for you for what goes on. This little extra time can allow you to prepare and make adjustments to
your day if necessary. The second feature - more importantly - is a heat map when you go to see the full view of your calendar. This heat map shows which days you are most busy on, and other days when you are freer. This heat map provides a quick look to determine widely which days are good to add more and other
tasks. Download Timepage here. Our VerdictSearching for the right application to manage different calendars and plan your busy day can sometimes turn into an obstacle course. Most of us need flexible applications that can be easily used for our hard schedule. The app should have all the necessary time planning
features and be intuitive. Stylish design and limitless compatibility also matter. It is not always easy to find such a program. The aforementioned digital calendar solutions fall into the cost of use category. They are modern, multifunctional, light and light. Choose the one you like! More performance apps for better time
managementPopular photo credit: Unsplash through unsplash.com unsplash.com
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